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In the Limelight
The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters (JPC Letters) has been
fortunate to publish the top papers in physical chemistry
some of which have had an extraordinary impact. Following our
launch of “Spotlights” last year, we will now publish
complementary Viewpoint articles called “In the Limelight”.
The motivation for this is to document breakthroughs and
research directions that are quickly capturing the attention of
the ﬁeld. Discussing the science in these papers and examining
citation statistics will provide a ﬁrst step toward understanding
why these articles have had impact and what might be areas of
importance to follow in the future.

Following our launch of “Spotlights” last year, we will now
publish complementary Viewpoint articles called “In the Limelight”.
Here we highlight ﬁve 2014 papers that have captured the
attention of the physical chemistry community (Table 1).
These 5 papers were cited an extraordinary 938 times during
2016 (Figure 1; see Figure 2 for the usage demographics for
JPC Letters) and are still proving their impact 3 years after
publication, with 439 citations in the ﬁrst half of 2017. Perhaps
not surprisingly, four of these papers are primary research
papers reporting advances related to organometallic halide
perovskites; the recent identiﬁcation of these compounds as
potential candidates for making high-performance solar cells
has captured the imagination of many research groups. Two of
these papers describe investigations of hysteresis in current−
voltage sweeps used to determine the performance of
organometallic halide perovskite solar cells. Understanding
this hysteresis has been important because it suggests possible
photomodulation of the semiconductor layer that might have
implications for the mechanisms inﬂuencing the performance of
these solar cells. Another paper reports how the absorption
edge of organometallic halide perovskite ﬁlms can be changed
and how that change, in turn, inﬂuences photovoltaic
performance. A key ﬁnding of the paper is that the absorption
onset is particularly steep. In the other report on organometallic
halide perovskite systems, the high photoluminescence
eﬃciency is described, and it is discussed how this makes the
materialsalready famous for their solar energy conversion
excellent candidates for optically pumped lasers. The ﬁnal
highly cited paper is a Perspective article that reviews graphitic
carbon nitride photocatalysts. The physicochemical properties,
band structure, heteroatom doping, and use in heterojunctions
are highlighted as reasons why these materials have promise for
eﬀective hydrogen production photocatalysts.
As JPC Letters continues to receive submissions that
challenge existing thinking in a wide range of physical chemistry
areas, we are sure to publish groundbreaking articles that
bolster our standing among the premier journals in our ﬁeld.

Figure 1. Data for citations accrued in 2016 of papers published in JPC
Letters in 2014. The upper panel shows the number of 2014 papers in
the citation range. The lower panel shows the number of total citations
received by the papers in each range. For example, the six 2014 papers
that were cited more than 100 times in 2016 (as shown in the upper
panel) received a total of 1038 citations in 2016 (as shown in the
lower panel). Source: Web of Science, Clarivate Analytics (accessed
July 10, 2017).
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Figure 2. Eight countries shown account for 81% of all online usage
(to date) of papers published in JPC Letters in 2014. Eighty other
countries account for the remaining 19% (not shown).
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